Evolution is FACT? It is? Since when?

Short and simple: Evolution says man came from a rock. That's what they believe; but we know individuals don't evolve their predetermined genetic bodies. Evolution says millions and millions of years ago, that some animals magically started growing wings during their lives when they didn't have it before. This photo makes it seem as if a monkey one day turned into a modern human.

What is wrong with this picture?

Lots! Starting with… where is the woman?

We have massive fossil evidence of bones for the existence of both the monkey and the man; but there are no fossils for any of the supposed transition stages; there should be equal millions.

**Science wants us to believe**… without any evidence that 1 man and 1 woman with all their billions of functioning parts in place, including a respiratory system in place; a gestation system in place; a hematologic system in place of blood flowing and all its multiple steps needed to clot and stop flowing; with the same skin function for hands and feet -- not only in the first man, but also in the first woman; yet with a different skin function for covering their butts and bellies and brains; 1 man and 1 woman yet one with distinct male reproduction capacity; while the other with distinct female reproduction… neither able to function without the other; and of course… both with eyeballs in place and fully functioning -- no part missing. That's what they want us to believe… without any observable evidence.

**Science wants us to believe**… that one day 1 man and 1 woman swimming somewhere in some primordial swamp on this planet… abruptly arose next to each other fully functioning and bumped into each other… and thus created humanity. That's what they want us to believe, **but where is the evidence?**

**They want us to believe**… that the whole universe and everything in it came from an explosion, but where is the evidence? They believe every living thing came from a rock -- **yet they show us no evidence.**

But science only shows us this senseless graphic design on a page. So where are examples of all these fabulous gradations of life… happening today? I was at Starbucks and didn’t notice a single Neanderthal!

**Voltaire the atheist, like a 3rd grade class clown**… ridiculed Isaac Newton saying: **Now look at that mighty mind of Newton who studied gravitation. When he became an old man and got into his second childhood, he began to study the book that is called the Bible. And it seems in order to credit its fabulous nonsense we must believe that the knowledge of mankind will be so increased that he will be able to travel at the rate of 50 miles an hour. The poor dullard! No man can travel at the rate of 30 miles an hour and get his breath!**
So, was Newton the poor dullard? Or was the jackass Voltaire the dullard? And for many years, all the high school students I know… have never been wrong in their assessment – Voltaire wins the prize for dullard; and some will always add… but he sounds like a jackass, too.

**Isaac Newton** the father of modern physics – a great man of faith in God, said, *Blind metaphysical necessity could produce no variety of things. All that diversity of natural things which we find suited to different times and places could arise from nothing but the ideas and will of God. Gravity explains the motions of the planets, but it cannot explain who set the planets in motion. God governs all things and knows all that is or can be done.*

**Dr. Michael Faraday**, father of electromagnetism, another man who changed the world… perhaps the finest experimentalist in the halls of science; he considered religion and science as “two distinct things” and not to view as in conflict with each other. He was a deacon in his church.

Dr. Faraday said, *I cannot doubt that a glorious discovery in natural knowledge, and the wisdom and power of God in the creation, is awaiting our age, and that we may not only hope to see it, but even be honored to help in obtaining the victory over present ignorance and future knowledge.*

He said, *The Bible, and it alone, with nothing added to it nor taken away from it by man, is the sole and sufficient guide for each individual, at all times and in all circumstances…. for faith in the divinity and work of Christ is the gift of God, and the evidence of this faith is obedience to the commandment of Christ.*

Dr. Faraday also said, *I am very thankful that in the withdrawal of the powers and things of life, the good hope is left with me, which makes the contemplation of death a comfort – not a fear. Since peace is alone the gift of God, and as it is He who gives it, why should we be afraid? His unspeakable gift in His beloved Son is the ground of no doubtful hope.*

**Dr. Dallas Willard** of USC… when speaking on this subject, once said: *if the physical universe can arise from nothing - which is something we're supposed to believe nowadays without question... then surely, a cup of tea can arise from nothing.*

The debate is really a question about: POWER! and who is really in charge, isn't it?

If you hear someone say: You sound like you believe in God… either your response will be a nice: *Yes!* Or, depending on their tone… it might be: **You sound like you don't.**

Jesus taught lessons of the *heart... lessons of love, joy and peace...* to those who understood him. Science isn't even sure the heart exists. Why? Because they can’t find those things in their microscopes or telescopes. Does that mean they don’t have a heart? Does that mean they are heartless? Or, does that mean they are just playing games? It is followers of modern science who have blind faith; followers of the Lord have faith, but it is not blind..

In answer to the question:

**We came from where?** We came from God, who created all things in the beginning.
Dr. James Tour a brilliant scientist who earned his PHD in Organic chemistry at Stanford, and is identified as one of the top 50 science minds in the world; he made the greatest Jewish discovery: https://youtu.be/QNGLZvtRoiU !

So to end this intro, join me as we sing the old song (circa 1,000 BC):

*The fool has said in his heart: there is no God.* Psalm 14.

Understandably I reject evolution… and offer these wonderful YouTubes for all to enjoy:

In the Beginning God created the heaven and the earth;

*Rock of Ages & the Age of Rocks*

*Science Confirms the Bible*

*The Mystery Of The Origins Of Life* – Dr. Tour

*What You Aren't Being Told About Astronomy* - Vol. I (Solar System)

*What You Aren't Being Told About Astronomy* - Vol. II (Stars and Galaxies)

*The Privileged Planet:*

*God of Wonders:*

Dinosaurs and the young earth:

*Triceratops and Mark Armitage:*

*Triceratops Soft Tissue:*

*The Dinosaurs in the Bible*

Dr. James Tour differentiates: Science fact, from Science theory
Noah’s flood… the problem of folded; bent rocks found throughout the world and the faulty uniformitarian principle:

**Mount St. Helens explosive evidence for the young earth:**

The Hydroplate Theory — The Flood

The Receding Floodwaters: Evidence for Noah’s Flood:

God’s Fingerprint; The Fibonacci Sequence

Fibonacci Sequence Spirals In Nature

Doodling in Math, Fibonacci, Spirals

Doodling in Math Class, Connecting Dots

The Mountain of Moses – Sinai in Arabia

We are grateful to God that the Saudi govt has preserved the Mountain of Moses.

The Exodus revealed: Searching for the Red Sea Crossing

**THE EXODUS CASE** Dr. Lennart Moller, Karolinska Institute Stockholm, Sweden

Science Refutes Evolution - Dr. James Tour

MrKeith.org Science you won’t learn in most Schools:

Science Worth Studying: Knowing the Observable:
Almighty Science?:

When God created the dinosaurs they were herbivores, not carnivorous; like giraffes, elephants, ground squirrels, cows, sheep, kangaroos, koalas, rabbits, horses, donkeys and zebras; dinosaurs were not carnivorous, but rather gentle giants. We cannot imagine such a creature led by a child. Adam and Eve could.

The Bible explains Dinosaurs — part 1

The Bible explains Dinosaurs — part 2

Top 10 Scientific Facts in the Bible

5 clues Humans Actually Coexisted with Dinosaurs. (And the games dishonest scientists play)

Dinosaurs, Dragons and the Bible

Dinosaurs and the Bible: Kent Hovind

Discovering Soft Dinosaur Tissue

Dinosaurs and Humans Lived Contemporaneously

NOAH: the Truth Is Bigger Than You Thought — a mega 3.5 hour presentation by Trey Smith. At the first hour, you will be amazed with the giant fossil record that is not taught in the public schools.

Rapid Formation of Coal — Dr. Austin

Surtsey Island Still Surprises -- 1963

Volcano! Surtsey and Heimaey — 1963 south of Iceland

The Bible & the Myth of Race
WE CAME FROM WHERE?

http://mrkeith.org/FAVORITE.YOUTUBES.htm

Debunking Evolution Classroom Promo Video: https://youtu.be/3lbhemNg1yg

Stand strong in your faith, visit: https://genesisapologetics.com/debunking-evolution-series/

To those who have been good stewards in God’s creation, who learned what it means to have dominion over the skittish wild animals, doing good and protecting those creatures God created; instead of abusing and scaring them; Check out this series: Wild Animals showing love to Humans

Listen to one of many lectures by Dr. James Tour, a synthetic, organic chemist; one of the 50 leading scientists in the world today; currently a professor of chemistry, professor of computer science, and professor of material science and nanoengineering at Rice University, Houston Texas, as he as he speaks on: The Resurrection of Jesus Christ; Jesus Christ and Nanotechnology

Or visit his website: https://www.jmtour.com/ The Mystery Of The Origins Of Life – Dr. James Tour

God And The Origin Of The Universe – Dr. Stephen Meyer

The Cancer Cure Cover-up (Documentary) – Real Stories

The Banana Man mocked by Atheists – Ray Comfort